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AADD
ABSTRACT

A model which describes the effect of a nonuniform space charge

v-shlft on the resistive wall Instability associated with transverse

collective oscillations of a beam of particles is proposed. It suc-

cessfully predicts the overall characteristics of the instability as

observed at the CERN ISR: (1) the observation of a current limitation

in spite of the proportionate increase in v-spread as charge is

stacked; and (2) the fact that at the onset of instability, beam

losses occur at a particular edge of the beam. The suggestion is

simply that the original model of the resistive wall instability is

applicable, but the effect on the betatron tune of the space-chargs

forces is directly on the v-value density distribution. It is shown

that under certain circumstance, this distortion of the density

function can excite the instability. An important result is that

the stable region in W-space (W is a complex quantity depending on

the beam characteristics and Its environment) is not diminished by

the distortion, but rather shifted. The implications of this result

is the notion of an optimization of design such that stability re-

mains even as the beam intensifies and the distortion increases.
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1. Introduction

Observations at the CERN ISR have demonstrated the presence of a current

limiting transverse collective instability, termed the "brickwall" effect.

2,3

2
The classical transverse resistive wall instability does not in the first

instance seem adequate to explain the phenomenon. It has, in fact, been shown

that the threshold for the instability is related to the parameter I/A, where

I is the circulating current and A is a measure of the width of the v-value

(betatron tune) distribution. Now, since in the ISR, current accumulation is

performed with I/A kept constant, or in any case below the design threshold

for the transverse instability, it is necessary to seek another physical factor

lo explain Liu* obHervfit Ion.

The suggestion has been made that Fpace-charge effects can cause a change

1 4in the beam distribution of v-values ' and that this distortion of the

v-distribution will produce a current Limiting Instability threshold, even

1 3 5though the parameter I/A remains constant. ' ' (A is assumed to be a nominal

value, independent of space-charge considerations.) A qualitative explanation

is given, as follows: The low current v-value is a linear func ion of momen-

tum, p or radius, R. As the current is increased the function is altered into

a curved, approximately parabolic shape. At some current value, the curve

v(R) will become flat, v' ~ 0, at one edge of the beam. Thus the v-value

density at this edge of the beam tends to infinity and, the idea is, the beam

becomes locally unstable. This is a very appealing explanation in view of the

observation that beam loss does indeed occur at the edge of a stacked coasting

beam.1'5

However, this explanation, attractive as it is, is not entirely satisfying

in that one has not reconciled the effect with a "collective growth of the beam."
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In other words, one must remember that the instability is, after all, excited

by the dipole moment of the entire beam.

In order to make the connection between the qualitative explanation given
2

above and the dispersion relation theory of the collective instability, we

propose a simple model that takes account of the nonuniform space charge

v-shift. What is suggested here is that the space-charge effect be included

by altering the distribution of v-valuee In a manner consistent with the per-

turbed v versus R curve. With the perturbed v-distribution function, one can

then solve the proper dispersion relation, finding the stability threshold and

growth rate when unstable conditions apply.

This model has the basic property that the current limitation, i.e. the

onset of the transverse instability, is a function only of the space-charge

distortion. Thus, quantitative knowledge of this latter effect as a function

of the charge distribution in the beam will allow the prediction of the current

limitation. Here we will assume that the space-charge effect is a parabolic

distortion and we will show how the instability threshold changes as a function

of a single distortion parameter. He will also show how the model predicts

initial beam losses at the beam edge when the instability threshold is crossed.

2. Effect of Space Charge v-Shift

v-Value Density Distribution

According to our model, the actual density distribution, that is, the one

to be used in the dispersion relation, can be found from an unperturbed density

distribution, an unperturbed v value and a function describing the nonuniform

space charge v-shift. We work in terms of normalized v-values, x, defined by

v - v
x - —j-£ , (2-1)
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where v is the center of the range of v-values,

and d is the range, a finite quantity.

Thus, x is limited by

- 1 £ x £ 1 . (2.2)

If we let x and x represent unperturbed (v0) and perturbed v-values, then since

x is a linear function of radius, R we can relate the two by

x - X Q + f(XQ) , (2.3a)

where, for a parabolic distorting function,

f(xo) * r(l - x*) , (2.3b)

and r is the single distortion parameter. The perturbed density function,

n(x) can then be obtained from the unperturbed density function n (x ) through
o o

the relation

**„ In(x) - n (x ) - J , (2.4)
° ° ° * 1 evaluated at x

or,
n (x ) n (x )

° 1 t r - <2-5>
For purposes of numerical work Which we will describe later, we introduce a

2
finite range distribution function, n (x ) , which has a flat top and sin tails.
Specifically, we have,

2

(2.6)
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where, ,
5 = 1 + %(<*R • « L) * C2>7)

For simplicity, we will assume a. • a_, and consider two types of unperturbed

distributions. For rectangular-like distributions, we will use at- = a_ = 0.8,

while for gaussian-like distributions, we will take the above n (x ), with
o o

a. • a_ - 0.2.

To define completely the perturbed density function, we need to specify

the distortion parameter, r. From Eq. (2.5), we see immediately

|r| < % . (2.8)

We will thus describe the onset of instability as | r| -» %. We will use, for

numerical work, representative values of r in the range 0 to -%. Note that
1 4 5negative r signifies a space-charge depression of the v-value.' ' It should also

be pointed out that the parameter, r, is a function of the slope, dvo/dR. If

sextupoles are used to increase the •lope, the magnitude of r diminishes.

This is, in fact, the technique used at the CERN ISR to reduce the effect and

increase the stacked current.

We note that we are limiting ourselves to physical situations where v is

a function of momentum or radius, but not betatron amplitude. This allows a

simpler analysis, and the situation does in fact apply to the CERN ISR where

the energy stacking scheme does produce a beam where the dominant v-variation

is due to momentum spread. This is also the case for the ISA design where

longitudinal phase-space stacking has also been proposed.

The Dispersion Relation

It can be shown that the large t behavior of the dipole moment for trans-
2 3 7verse motion of an intense beam of particles will, in general, be of the form ' '

P{6,t) ~ e 1 0 * 9 - " ^ (2.9)
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where k is the mode number related to the azimuth, 6, and u> is a complex

frequency,

iuc = U) + i/T . (2.10)

Actually the collective solution is a good approximation only i.f T s 0 and

only after a sufficiently long time such that other transients have damped

to negligible size. For T > 0, t represents the e-folding growth time for

the unstable mode, k.

To compute the complex frequency, ID , for the oscillating system, we

must know the particle distribution of betatron tunes, v, and we must also be

given certain beam and environment characteristics. First, we define a

function Z(x ) by the relation,

Z*(*c> ' - - -c

where the dependence on the mode number, k, is implicit,

x,, - x_ + i x- , (2.12)

C A JL

the real oscillating frequency u) is related to x_ by

to - Q(x_d + k - v ) , (2.13)

K C
3

with k, u) > 3, and k > v^, while T is connected to Xj by
£ - 0 Xjd , (2.14)

Q is the particle angular frequency, and x is defined in Eq. (2.1). Next we

introduce a complex quantity related to beam and environment characteristics:

Z c « a(W' + V' + iV') , (2.15)

evji
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while U' and V' are functions of beam and chamber characteristics, and for a

circular geometry, are given by

and (2.18)
»

The various parameters are as follows:

I is the beam current in amps,

R is the radius of the ring,
o 2 —Ifi

r is the classical proton radius * e /Ane me • 1.54 X 10 m,
-9e is the free space dielectric constant, e * 1/36TT X 10 sec/ohm-m,

p is the resistivity of the vacuum chamber wall* in ohm-m,

a Is the beam radius,

b is the chamber radius,

V is the energy in units of proton rest mass, m,

£ is the particle velocity in units of c, the velocity of light,

-19and e is the electric charge, e * 1.602 x 10 coulombs.

The angular frequency, u> , that appears in the expression for V', Eq. (2,18),

is a function of the mode number, k, and can generally be replaced by its

approximate value

Ju)cJ - n(k - v c) . (2.19)

We can now write che dispersion relation determining the complex fre-

quency, a , in the form

Z(xc) V' (2.20)

With Z(x ) defined in Eq. (2.11). The density function to be used here is

the space charge distorted one discussed earlier. Thus ve are interested in
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solutions of Eq« (2.20) for x as a function of the distortion parameter, r.

The current enters implicitly since r is a function of I. Explicitly, I

enters through its dependence on ot. From Eq. (2.16) this dependence is of

the form I/d. This means, as we have pointed out before,that if r is neglected,

and if stacking is such that d is proportional to I, there should be no current

limitation. The current limitation in our model is thus through the distor-

tion of the density function, which is an increasing function of I.

In particular, we will map the function Z(x ) onto the Z-plane. If we

consider the case Im (x ) = 0, then we have the stability boundary for Z. If

the physical value of Z, Z , lies within this boundary, stable conditions pre-

vail. If, on the other hand, Z lies outside this boundary, the beam is

unstable. We will show how a stable beam for r = 0 will become unstable as r

approaches -\ by plotting stability boundaries for different values of r and

6relating these plots to the value of Z for the CERN ISB and for some possible

values for the ISA. Under unstable conditions, we will compute growth times,

Beam Oscillation Amplitude

The dipole moment of the beam is a measure of the beam oscillation ampli-

tude. As previously inentioned, the large time behavior is of the form

eL \ 6-UJ ) /TJ^ However, the behavior of separate portions of the beam,

in terms of v-value, will be different. By defining a dipole moment

density per unit v, P (6,t), that is,

P(9,t) - J Pv(e,C) dv, (2.21)
3 7then it can be shown ' that in terms of the variables x, defined in Eq. (2.1),

and x , defined in Eqs. (2.12, 2.13, and 2.14), we can express the v-dependence
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of the beam oscillation amplitude through the function A(x), given by

A{x) - " W . (2.22)
2
+ 1X, /

This expression applies, of course, when unstable conditions are present, I.e.

xT > 0. Thus tha time dependence, e , msans the amplitude of the entire beam

is growing. The expression (2.22) simply gives the relative amplitude for

different "v-bites" of the bean at a given time near the onset of growth. In

general terms, loss occurs at the v-bites with the largest amplitude. As the

current is reduced, the distortion parameter is reduced and stable conditions

reappear. Thus, the model predicts beam loss at the largest amplitudes. As

stable conditions develop, the oscillations damp and tl;° beam rcestcbllflhefl

itself at a lower current. This, in qualitative terms, accurately represents

the CERN observations. We can obtain a measure of the amplitude per "radiun-

bite" if we recall that n(x)dx * ntxYdx and that x is proportional to AR.
[O O O O

thus, the amplitude per unit R is related to the quantity

n (x )

We will later consider in detail the function A(x ) under conditions of in-

stability induced by space-charge distortion.

3. Results of Computations

We will describe the impact on beam stability of variation of two para-

meters. On the one hand, we consider the effect of the shape of the unper-

turbed distribution. This., in our terms, means varying the flat top of the

distribution. In the second place, we will show the influence of the distor-

tion parameter. We plot three types of curves:
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la) Stability Boundaries in the W - lay', aV1) Plane. This consists of a

mop of Eq. (2.11), with Itn(xc) - ©.using Eq. (2.15) to obtain

W - ZR - Z I + iZj , (3.1)

In Figs. l(a) and (ib) are shown such maps. The (a) curves have the flat top

parameter a.(= a_) = 0.2, the (b) curves have a_ • 0,8, Three different r

values are used - (r * 0, -0,2, -0,49),

(b) Solution of the Dispersion Relation under Unstable Conditions. This is done

diagramatically by mapping Eq. (2.11) in the tf-plane for different Xj 2> 0.

Figures 2(a) and (b) are examples of such maps, with the (a) curves corresponding

to a, = 0.2, r = - 0.49 and the (b) curves having at^ = 0.8, r = - 0.49.

(c) ^-Dependence of Beam Oscillation Amplitude under Unstable Conditions, The

function A(xo)>Eq, (2.23), is plotted in Fig, 3. The curve corresponds to

at. = <*„ = 0.8. The values of x_, x_ are obtained from Fig, 2(b). The value

of the distortion parameter is r • - 0.49.

Let us consider Fig, 1. The region of stability in the W-plane is the

boundary curve together with the real (all') axis. The most striking feature

of these curves is the fact that the stable area is not diminished, just shiftad.

This has an implication for design considerations which we just mention. From

the curves we can see that there is a region of stability common to all the

curves. Thus, in the design of the ISA... for example, the physical values for

W ,W might be chosen to lie in this "stable"region. If, however, the physical

values of W »W are such that JB'} « V' as is the case at the CERN ISR, this

represents a point in Fig. (1) somewhere along the vertical axis, i.e. W_ = 0.
si.

If, therefore, a sable condition exists with r - 0, then as Jr|| is increased,

the stability boundary approaches this point, ultimately crossing it, and thus

making the beam unstable.
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In order to see this reasoning process more clearly, let us consider a con-

crete example. If we assume R - 193 m, v - 8.75, y « 30, n * 2rr{247.7) X 1Q3,

d • 0.03, I • 10 amps, V' - 55,000 m , (presumably for the lowest mode, k - 9)

then Wj - 0.09. These values correspond roughly to the CERN ISR.1'5'8 As can

be seen from Fig. l(b), i.e. for a wide stack, and r -* -%, this point is

crossed by the stability boundary and instability is predicted.

We can pursue this example by first determining the growth rate from

Fig. 2(b) and then, using the particular values of x and x_ corresponding

to the unstable state, plot the beam oscillation amplitude function,A(xo), as a

function of x,i.e. R. This is done in Fig. 3. For the lowest mode, we ob-

tain from x_ and x_, through Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), the oscillation fre-

quency, m, and growth time, T, for the instability: to • 0.22 Q (frequency •

54.5 kHz), r •= 2.1 msec. (It is Interesting to compare this actual growth

2time to the zero-v-width growth time, T , which is given by

•i - «v p v -'IK r V' - 0.23 msec. As is evident, this latter number bearso c p

little relationship to the actual growth time in this case.) Observation of

the beam oscillation amplitude function, Afv^) for this case (Fig. 3), allows

us to see how initial beam loss is expected to occur in our model. Qualitatively

it is evident that beam loss occurs initially at the lower edge of the

v-distribution which is related directly to the fact that r < 0. In order

to translate this to beam loss in physical space, we require v as a function

of radius. With a linear function, beam loss will occur at a "small" radius

if dv /dR>0, and at a "large" radius if dy /dR < 0. This is essentially con-

sistent with the observations at the CERN ISR.
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A. Conclusions

We have proposed a model which describes the effect of a nonuniform space

charge v-shift on the resistive wall instability associated with transverse

collective oscillations of a beam of particles. It successfully predicts

the overall characteristics of the instability as observed at the CERN ISR:

that is, (1) the observation of a current limitation in spite of the proportionate

increase in v-spread during the stacking of charge; and (2) the fact that at

the onset of instability beam losses occur at a particular edge of the beam.

The suggestion is simply that the original model of the resistive wall in-
2

stability is applicable, but the effect on the betatron tune of the space-

charge forces is directly on the v-vaiue density distribution. Under certain

circumstances, as we have indicated, this distortion can excite the instability.

An important result of the computations is that the stable region in

W * (aU',aV') space (these quantities are functions of the beam and environ-

ment characteristics) is not diminished by the distortion, but rather shifted.

Thus, one may conceive of an optimization of design such that stability remains

even as the beam intensifies and the distortion increases.

MM:KJ/ph

Distr.: AADD Ext.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Stability Boundaries in W-plane.

(a) vh~aR-Q.2

(b) » L - aR - 0.8

x in (b) corresponds to the physical point used in the example

in the text: W_ • 0, W_ • 0,09* Boundaries are drawn for three

values of the distortion parameter, r.

Fig. 2 W-plane map for unstable conditions.

(a) aL « QfR • 0,2

(b) o?L • aR - 0.8

The distortion parameter, r « -0.49. The boundaries correspond

to different growth rates. * in (b) correspond*! to the physic.il

point used in the example in the text: WR • 0, W - 0.09. The

values of (xR)x.) corresponding to the solution of the dispersion

relation, Eq. (2.20), can be estimated from the graphs: x_K-0.987,

xx - 0.01.

Fig. 3 v-dependence of beam oscillation amplitude under unstable conditions,

a. «tt. • 0.8, r • -0.49. The values of the x_,xr are obtained

from Fig. 2(b). The variable x is linearly related to the radius,R.
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